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Introduction
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• Recently (well, december...) gave a talk at the LHCEWWG workshop on 
topic of storing bin-bin correlations 

• Two main points: 

• YODA now has a format to store uncertainty breakdowns 

• HEPData now has a mechanism to propagate the uncertainty 
breakdown into YODA 

• With this, we can rebuild the systematic covariance matrix. 

• It was suggested to formulate recommendations in a public document, to 
set a ‘standard’ on how to store covariance info for analyses in HEPData 

• This talk is intended to prompt discussion about what the document should 
look like. Two options possible, as far as I can see. I’ll discuss each briefly 
and open a discussion.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/779259/contributions/3242594/attachments/1770317/2876299/LCorpe_LHCEWWG_Correlations_131218.pdf
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Reminder of key points of talk at LHCEWWG workshop
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• Bin-bin correlation info increasingly important as LHC gathers more data. 

• For systematics bin-bin corrs, it is enough to provide the breakdown of 
uncertainties in each bin: reconstruct matrix with either direct or toys method. 

• HEPdata.net already has functionality to store uncertainty breakdown. 

• Thanks to recent efforts, YODA/Rivet has a format to handle this, so can be 
used directly for data/MC comparison. 

• Provided some examples of the full workflow 

• Provided a small library of functions to perform the main tasks in manipulating 
the covariance info/error breakdown 

• Future work needed to also store correlation matrix directly in HEPData and 
YODA/Rivet

http://HEPdata.net
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library


Proposed structure. Option A: 
longer reference document
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Option 
A

• motivate why storage of correlation information is important, survey what 
infrastructure currently exists and what is lacking, then to make the proposal 
itself, and follow up with an example.
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Criticisms of option A
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• A lot of the content of the proposed structure in option A is ‘text-book’ stats or 
already documented. 

• Motivation section covers well-known aspects, could just mention these in 
introduction? 

• options for storing the correlation information (cov matrices or breakdown), 
the methods for converting from one option to the other, the pros and cons 
for each approach are also  ‘not new’ and already well known by many in 
the community. Perhaps just reference  previous documents ? 

• Making public bootstrap replicas are presented as something to be done 
“in the future”... but I have later learnt this has already been done by some 
HEPData entries ! Perhaps we describe this as part of recommendation? 

• discussion about the possibility of correlating the JES between 
experiments: such correlations have already been evaluated between 
ATLAS and CMS, and used in the combination of top mass and cross 
section measurements since a few years

https://indico.cern.ch/event/675801/contributions/2766231/attachments/1567473/2470992/Unfolding_ATLAS_CMSdiscussionMeeting_Malaescu.pdf
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Criticisms of option A

6

• A lot of the content of the proposed structure in option A is ‘text-book’ stats or 
already documented. 

• Motivation section covers well-known aspects, could just mention these in 
introduction? 

• options for storing the correlation information (cov matrices or breakdown), 
the methods for converting from one option to the other, the pros and cons 
for each approach are also  ‘not new’ and already well known by many in 
the community. Perhaps just reference  previous documents ? 

• Making public bootstrap replicas are presented as something to be done 
“in the future”... but I have later learnt this has already been done by some 
HEPData entries ! Perhaps we describe this as part of recommendation? 

• discussion about the possibility of correlating the JES between 
experiments: such correlations have already been evaluated between 
ATLAS and CMS, and used in the combination of top mass and cross 
section measurements since a few years

Perhaps the document should therefore be made much lighter, and really just 
be a step-by-step practical guide, with link to useful references and examples? 

It depends if we would like the document to be : 

- a comprehensive reference on the topic of storing and using covariance info 
 
or 

-  a shorter technical document which gives detailed instruction so each step, 
without giving the details of the stats/formulas which underpin it

https://indico.cern.ch/event/675801/contributions/2766231/attachments/1567473/2470992/Unfolding_ATLAS_CMSdiscussionMeeting_Malaescu.pdf
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Option 
B • Describe recent technical 

developments in the topic. 
Make recommendations for 
the workflow, and give some 
step by step examples. 

• Do not explicitly discuss 
details of various methods 
to store correlations, 
formulas, etc... 

• But give an extensive list 
of references and 
resources for further 
reading.

Proposed structure. Option B: 
shorter technical document 
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Summary
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• Before we do anything, we should decide what the aim of the document is? 

• A: To be a comprehensive reference of methods, formulas and technical 
details, with recommendations and examples? 

• B: Do not go into detail about the ‘textbook’ stuff, and just keep the 
document short and technical, giving recommendations and examples for 
how to upload information on HEPData 

• Would A be useful or overkill? Stick to B for simplicity ? Other ideas? 

• One important point is that it would be great to converge on the storage of 
covariance matrices in HEPData and Yoda before making the document public: 

• That way we can show examples for all aspects of the proposed workflow 
rather than just for some. 

• I’m discussing with Rivet/Yoda authors, but if more people want to joint he 
effort, it will get done faster!
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[Discussion!]
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Introduction
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• Data/MC comparison in presence of correlated systematic 
uncertainties is an increasingly important topic in HEP: 

• Presently, comparisons typically made with ratio of data/MC in a 
set of observables (eg with Rivet)... 

• As LHC collects more data, and systematic uncertainties come to 
dominate analyses, simple ratio plot may no longer be 
suitable since systematics may be correlated between bins.

• Similarly, for BSM re-interpretations, need to account for 
correlations between bins...

• In both cases, need access to systematic covariance matrix from 
measurements (and for modelling/theory uncertainties for theory).
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Introduction (ii)
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• Moving forward we need covariance matrices to compare data/MC 
for measurements, and to perform re-interpretations... what now?

1. Where should covariance information be accessible from? 
2. How should we communicate covariance info? 
3. What technical developments are needed? 
4. How can we use the covariance info?  
5. Where do we go from here? 

• Collaboration with Rivet and HEPData authors to try to define a 
workflow to allow a reliable access to covariance information
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Storing
covariance info

• Given it’s status as the main archive of experimental results, HEPData.net 
seems like the obvious choice. 
• Paper data uploaded in custom YAML-based format.  

Supports N-dimensional histograms and unlimited number of 
uncertainty labels for each point (symmetric or asymmetric) 

• Has internal converter from YAML to ROOT, YODA and CSV 
• All data are then available to download for Data/MC comparison or re-

interpretation

1. Where should covariance information be accessible from?

http://HEPData.net
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Storing
covariance info

• HEPData format is already very flexible: indeed many analyses 
upload covariance information... BUT 
• until now, no common convention on format for covariance 
• some info only been available in the YAML format... 
• ...rather than the widely-used YODA  (Rivet) format which is 

already the standard for Data/MC comparisons. 
• YODA not designed with covariance matrices in mind. 

• The question then becomes: 
• What’s the most useful way to store covariance info? 
• What needs to be changed in the YODA format to be able to 

store this info in a useable way? 
• How to convert the YAML-based info into YODA format when 

downloading from HEPData.net?

1. Where should covariance information be accessible from?

http://HEPData.net
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2. How should we communicate covariance info? 

Communicating
covariance info

• There are two schools of thought...
•  Each point on HEPData has error breakdown 

split by individual systematic contribution. Cov 
matrix can be reconstructed and correlated 
with other measurements (one day, across 
experiments??) 

• Explicit covariance matrix provided directly. 
Not always possible to correlate w/ other 
measurements...

• The error breakdown has emerged as the priority, 
although eventually we should be able to support 
both with HEPData/Yoda

14
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Communicating
covariance info

• Two methods to produce a cov matrix from error breakdown: 

• Direct propagation of errors (outer product for correlated, 
diagonal^2 for uncorrelated). E.g in Professor 1.4.0, used for 
tuning in ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-007/ 

• Fast, easy to implement, but cannot handle asymm errors 

• From pseudo-experiments (toys). E.g as done in ATLAS top 
group to evaluate their goodness of fit. 

• Slow, depends on Ntoys but can handle asymmetric errors

• Pseudo-code for both method are in the backup!

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-007/
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3. What technical developments are needed to store cov info? 

Technical devs for
covariance info

• For the error breakdown: 
• HEPData YAML format already has functionality to add extra 

labels for error breakdown for each data point 
• Need: A format to store the breakdown in YODA files
• Need: To modify HEPData internal converter to propagate the 

uncertainty breakdown from YAML to new YODA format 
• For exact covariance matrix

• HEPData YAML format can store 2D histograms, which could be 
used to store a covariance matrix directly

• Need: a way to link a particular bin in a distribution to a row in 
the covariance matrix (both for YAML format and for YODA) 

• This will be needed eventually (if nothing else, for stat 
correlations!) but we focus on error breakdown for now

16
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3. What technical developments are needed to store cov info? 
• For the error breakdown: 

• HEPData YAML format already has functionality to add extra 
labels for error breakdown for each data point 

• Need: A format to store the breakdown in YODA files
• Need: To modify HEPData internal converter to propagate the 

uncertainty breakdown from YAML to new YODA format 
• For exact covariance matrix

• HEPData YAML format can store 2D histograms, which could be 
used to store a covariance matrix directly

• Need: a way to link a particular bin in a distribution to a row in 
the covariance matrix (both for YAML format and for YODA) 

• This will be needed eventually (if nothing else, for stat 
correlations!) but we focus on error breakdown for now
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Technical devs for
covariance info

In discussion with YODA authors 
about best way to do this
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 Need: A format to store the breakdown in YODA files
• LC / A. Buckley (Rivet/Yoda dev) implemented technical solution 
• --> store uncertainty breakdown of a YODA object as an annotation.  

Upgraded YODA to be able to handle YAML code as annotations.... in this 
example, 2 sources of uncertainty (‘stat’ and ‘eff’)

18NB: In future release, planning to store this as ‘additional columns’ for each error source: more readable!)

This is available NOW

Technical devs for
covariance info
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• Cons: The YODA annotations are sort of ugly (but Scatter*D with extra columns 
will be nicer...)   

• Pros:  
• This sets a standard where previously there was none.  
• Re-uses existing HEPData YAML upload format.   
• This means that historical HEPData entries where a breakdown was 

provided (even if just stat, sys, lumi) will be able to be downloaded as YODA 
with annotations... 

• ...but HEPData entries which used different conventions (eg uploaded error 
breakdowns as additional tables) need to be tweaked to be used in this way.

19

Need: To modify HEPData internal converter to propagate the 
uncertainty breakdown from YAML to new YODA format 

Technical devs for
covariance info
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• Cons: The YODA annotations are sort of ugly.  
• Pros:  

• This sets a standard where previously there was none.  
• Re-uses existing HEPData YAML upload format.   
• This means that historical HEPData entries where a breakdown was 

provided (even if just stat, sys, lumi) will be able to be downloaded as YODA 
with annotations... 

• ...but HEPData entries which used different conventions (eg uploaded error 
breakdowns as additional tables) need to be tweaked to be used in this way.
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Sub-optimal: separate 
table with 
uncertainties... for 
some other table.. 

We need to make sure 
HEPData Validators 
within the experiments 
are aware that they 
should upload their 
uncertainties using 
Labels, not separate 
tables

Need: To modify HEPData internal converter to propagate the 
uncertainty breakdown from YAML to new YODA format 

Technical devs for
covariance info
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• Cons: The YODA annotations are sort of ugly.  
• Pros:  

• This sets a standard where previously there was none.  
• Re-uses existing HEPData YAML upload format.   
• This means that historical HEPData entries where a breakdown was 

provided (even if just stat, sys, lumi) will be able to be downloaded as YODA 
with annotations... 

• But o(30) HEPData entries already have the full error breakdown, with O(100) 
more having at least stat/syst (which may already be enough for many use 
cases ?) 21

Need: To modify HEPData internal converter to propagate the 
uncertainty breakdown from YAML to new YODA format 

Technical devs for
covariance info

I’ve produced a list of 
which HEPdata entries 
(those with a Rivet 
routine) actually have 
uncertainty breakdowns in 
the right format: Full list 
here  
https://gitlab.cern.ch/
lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-
vjets/correlations-library/
blob/master/
RivetAnalysesWithErrorBre
akdown.md 

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md
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Using covariance info

4. How can we use the covariance info?

• Data/MC comparison...

• For now, use a simple χ2 which accounts for the cov matrices: 

• In future, more complex goodness of fit measures may be 
explored... eg Nuisance parameter representation? as used by 
HERAFitter

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-007/

https://arxiv.org/pdf/
1410.4412.pdf (eq 20)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-007/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1410.4412.pdf
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Using covariance info

4. How can we use the covariance info?

• Re-interpretation
• Simplified likelihoods 

• Tools like CONTUR, which can set exclusions on BSM 
models based on library of SM measurements (could use 
covariance matrix to increase sensitivity wrt current ‘most-
sensitive-bin’ approach) (See backup)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2242860

https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.05296
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Example of full workflow

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.03374.pdf 
(Fig6)

1. HEPData submissions using the error  
labels to store breakdown in each bin

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1705.03374.pdf
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Example of full workflow

2. Upload to HEPData

Note that uncertainty breakdown appears here!
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Example of full workflow

3. Download as YODA (also possible to download whole HEPData as YODA, and to do it 
via terminal (curl/wget) rather than manually)

Note that the 
ErrorBreakdown 
Annotation can be *very* 
long... 
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Example of full workflow

4. Sanity check.. print the relative uncertainty from the main error sources

Note that in this example the uncertainties fluctuate uniformly across all bins! 
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Example of full workflow
5. Build cov matrix using your favourite method... (here direct since errs symm!)  
(Could this step eventually be provided by YODA macros?)

def makeCovarianceMatrix( ao ):
   nbins = ao.numPoints
   corr = yaml.load(ao.annotation('ErrorBreakdown'))
   dummyM = np.outer(range(nbins), range(nbins) )
   covM = np.zeros(dummyM.shape)
   systList= corr[0].keys()
   totErr = np.zeros(nbins)
   for sname in systList:
     systErrs = np.zeros(nbins)
     for ibin in range (nbins):
       nomVal =  ao.points[ibin].y
       systErrs[ibin]=((abs(corr[ibin][sname]['up']))+
(abs(corr[ibin][sname]['dn'])))*0.5
    if ('stat' in sname):
        covM += np.diag(systErrs*systErrs)
     else:
        covM += np.outer(systErrs,systErrs)
   return covM
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Example of full workflow
6. Sanity check the covariance matrix by plotting it!

Draw 
covariance 
matrix

Correlation matrix 
obtained by 
dividing each bin 
by sigma_i*sigma_j
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Example of full workflow
7. Compare to some MC prediction (here just a dummy which I made up by 
manually changing the Y-axis values... just to illustrate !)

chi2/NDOF w/ covariance info =10.18 / 9 
chi2/NDOF w/o  covariance info = 19.07 / 9

including cov info here reduces 
the chi2, since the difference 
could be explained by a single 
coherent down fluctuation in all 
bins!
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A common Library of Tools
We have put together a small library of tools/example to help users manipulate 
covariance info the YODA ErrorBreakdown format: 
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library 

- how to download a HEPData entry in YODA from a python script:  
- check if a YODA file has a valid ErrorBreakdown 
- make covariance matrix from ErrorBreakdown (direct or toys method) 
- make correlation matrix from covariance matrix 
- plot the individual variations 

example of full workflow provided : https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/
correlations-library/blob/master/example.py 

all functions in library documented : https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/
correlations-library/blob/master/RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md 

table of which HEPData entries (those which have a rivet routine) have 
ErrorBreakdowns

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/example.py
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md
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A common Library of Tools
Put together small library of tools/example to help users 
manipulate covariance info in ErrorBreakdown format: 
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/
correlations-library : 
- download HEPData entry in YODA from python script:  
- check if a YODA file has a valid ErrorBreakdown 
- make cov matrix from ErrorBreakdown  

(direct or toys method) 
- make correlation matrix from covariance matrix 
- plot the individual variations 

example of full workflow provided : https://gitlab.cern.ch/
lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/
master/example.py 

all functions in library documented : https://
gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-
library/blob/master/
RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md 

table of which HEPData entries (those which have a rivet routine) have ErrorBreakdowns 
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/
RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md 

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/example.py
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library/blob/master/RivetAnalysesWithErrorBreakdown.md
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Recap

• Need to be smarter about data/MC agreement. We need to start using 
using covariance info for Data/MC comparison and re-interpretations 

• Ideally, access detailed breakdown of errors and/or exact cov matrices. 
Cov matrix can be re-built from error breakdown (direct or toys method) 

• HEPData.net should be able to provide this information in YODA format. 
• Put in place developments soYODA to store uncertainty breakdown, and 

HEPData to propagate uncertainty breakdowns stored as labels.  
• After reconstructing covariance matrix from breakdown, we can use it in a 

chi2, or in a simplified likelihood, etc... as needed. Scripts to do this 
provided in (growing) library:  https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-
vjets/correlations-library 

• So we have the basic workflow in place 😀

http://HEPData.net
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcewkwg/lhcewkwg-vjets/correlations-library
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Where do we go from here?  
(for discussion..)

• Can we use YODA annotations to link covariance matrix (eg stored as 
Scatter2D) to histograms ? (Need to define some sensible format, but in 
principle straightforward...). Would need a way to specify this information in 
HEPData.net upload format. 

• Provided tools to convert error breakdown into cov matrix with either toys or 
direct method (even across multiple distributions)... but should we eventually 
backwards-propagate into Rivet mk-plots and YODA ?

• For error breakdown... could we aim to synchronise definitions of main 
uncertainty sources across experiments (eg lumi? JES?) so that we could 
build correlation matrix across analyses? 

• Now that we have a potential ‘standard’ how do we ask HEPData submitters 
to use this standard format consistently? (Game from HEPData has already 
bought this to attention of relevant contacts in CMS/ATLAS) 

• Should we revisit older HEPData entries to comply with this format? 
• Already o(30) which can be used right now

http://HEPData.net
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Direct/Toys method pseudo-code 
error-breakdown --> cov matrix

35

• Method 1 : Direct propagation 

• Method 2: Toys (here N=10000) 

 uncorr = numpy.array(all_errs_uncorrelated) 
#here, stat error
 corr = numpy.array(all_errs_correlated) 
#here, syst error
 covM = numpy.zeros(nBins,nBins) # square 
matrix of zeros
 for u in uncorr.T:  #uncorrelated component

covM += numpy.diag(u*u) #diagonal 
matrix of errs squared

 for u in corr.T:    #correlated component
covM += numpy.outer(u,u) # C_ij = u_i * 
u_j  
# the more detailed the breakdown of 
errors, the better!
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CONTUR

36


